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WHY IT’S IMPORTANT & WHAT WE DID
• There are 4 stocks of pantropical spotted dolphins: Oʻahu, Maui Nui, and Hawaiʻi Island insular and 1 broadly-ranging pelagic stock1,2
• Information on short-term movements and spatial use is limited, but important for: (1) Informing stock structure and management and (2)
Understanding how their movements may relate to risk of harmful interactions with fisheries3
• We used state-space model-fitted location data (crawl4, 1hr time-step) from 9 satellite-tagged spotted dolphins from 2015-2022 to examine
spatial use and movement behavior over periods ranging from 6-21 days (median = 14 days).

VARIATION IN MOVEMENT PATTERNS AND SPATIAL USE
• Insular dolphins used nearshore waters associated with islands slopes
although exhibited some offshore movements, whereas pelagic
dolphins used waters farther offshore
• Pelagic, 2 Hawaiʻi Island, and 1 Oʻahu dolphin used deeper waters
compared to Maui Nui and the other Oʻahu and Hawaiʻi Island
spotted dolphins

--- Stock boundaries
• Pelagic (Kauaʻi) and 1 Oʻahu spotted dolphin moved over wide ranges
(194-321 km displacement from deployment)

• Remaining insular spotted dolphins remained near their tagging location
(25-81 km displacement)
• Movement behavior was generally similar among individuals (low
persistence in speed and direction), although pelagic dolphins exhibited
periods of higher directional persistence more frequently

KEY FINDINGS &
NEXT STEPS

• Current stock boundaries are inadequate for Oʻahu and Maui Nui stocks
• Movement patterns of insular spotted dolphins support fidelity to island areas and nearshore waters, with one
inter-island traveler, and variability in spatial use among and even within stocks
• Further analyses needed to examine diel variation in spotted dolphin spatial use (e.g., incorporating movement
behavior), which has been evidenced by previous studies on dive and acoustic activity5,6
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